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80 BARRE STREET I'CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29401

May 9, 1977

Dr. Michiaki Takahashi
Department of Virology
Research Institute for Microbial Diseases
Osaka University
puita, Osaka, JAPAN

Dear Dr. Takahashi,
I was delighted to learn from your letter of April 26 that

you will be able to visit me in Charleston on July 30 and 31.

Enclosed herewith is a copy of the paper that, with certain
edi torial modifications, w i.Ll, soon appear in the JAMA.

During my recent visit to Italy I engendered interest in
having some tests carried out in children with a vaccine
preparation that you have already used on children in Japan.
If you should have enough of such vaccine and would be willing to
send some of it to Italy, it would be necessary for you to supply
full details on the particular preparation that you would send
for tests. Would you have enough for a test on approximately
100 children? Perm~n to carry out such a test would have to
be obtained from the~Mlnistry of Health based on the detailed
information that you would supply concerning the laboratory
control tests, tests on l~hoc~~o=y animals, as well as tests on
chi Id:o::D r-hEtf-. Hti'J..,! h ..lV8 lY;:;en c a rr i.ed out '.1:LJ-:.hth<-::?Cli::tLCttL::u.'
preparation that you would be willing to serld. The faciliti2s
for the performance of neutralizing and complement-fixing
antibody tests are already available in the laboratories of the
Istituto SCLAVO, Siena, Italy. This excellent pharmaceutical
institute that was among the~'first to produce the oral poliovirus
vaccine that I developed would be prepared to organize the
clinical trial as well as carry out the laboratory work using
the same procedures that you have used. It would be the SCLAVO
Institute that would make application to the Ministry of Health
in Italy fo~ permission to carry out this test if you should
find it possible to supply the vaccine. Dr. Italo Archetti of ~
Istituto Superiore di Sanita in Rome would have to pass on the
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information that you would supply on the particular batch of
vaccine that you might send before the Ministry could give its
approval for such a test in Italy.

I would appreciate it very much if:you could let me know
whether or not you are in a position to send some of your vaccine
to Italy and also to other persons who may be interested in
testing it.

Best wishes and kindest regards.

ABSjtak
Enclosure: Copy of JAMA manuscript on Varicella zoster vaccine

Copies: Dr. I. Archetti
Dr. F. Massone
Dr. F. Perkins

P.S. Someone told me that you have already given your strain of
attenuated varicella virus to the RIT Pharmaceutical Laboratories
in Belgium. Is this correct? They are a highly reliable institute
that, like SCLAVO, have been producing my oral poliovirus vaccine
from the very beginning, and I wonder if they may have already
prepared a preparation for clinical testing.


